
Detector Geometry Working Group
Charges, Activities, Results and Expected Results

Do we need a forward PID (eventually backward) ?

Do we need a backward EMC ?

The amount of absorber on the IFR ? 

Internal geometry of SVT / Space between SVT and DCH

Cahier des charges
Matteo Rama , Achille Stocchi



Some results
already obtained



Different configurations can be now used (available in FastSim)









SuperB++





SuperB++



SuperB++



We give in the following some example of the work which is going on.
We already got some relevant results.

Extend the DCH 
inner radius 

or
extend the SVT   ?

σ(pt)/pt vs pt
Low momentum high momentum

The configuration with extended SVT @ 21.6 cm gives worst pt resolution

Nicola Neri (Pisa), Gabriele Simi (Maryland), Matteo Rama (Frascati)



DCH at lower radius has
Better momentum resolution
Better ΔE and Δm resolution
Better reconstruction efficiency
Similar resolution on the track parameters

Comparison between the configuration with 
DCH at lower radius 

wrt
enlarging SVT radius:



No evidence of improvements in enlarging the SVT radius also for TD 
measurement in special modes as B0 KS KS and KS π0 (γ)

Overall the error 
is similar

B0 KS π0 (γ)
SuperB sensitivity 10% worst

wrt Babar. 
An extra 10% degradation in the 

extended SVT configuration



Chih-hsiang Cheng (CalTech), Nicola Neri (Pisa), Gabriele Simi (Maryland)

Effect of the reduced boost on  S measurements

Note that it is a 
complete « Babar »

analysis with FastSim !

From Babar SuperB we loose already 12% on S sensitivity
With reduced boost  lost on sensitivity from 12% 18% 

for the analyzed channels the reduced boost correspond to a reduction of 
~15% on number of events.

βγ
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Studies of  B K ν ν with semileptonic BRECO

Elisa Manoni (Perugia), Alejandro Perez (LAL), Francesco Renga (Roma I)

BRECO SIDE

Need of Forward PID ?

Mainly two configurations have to be tested :
 FPID  :  with the coverage of DCH
 FPID  :  “TOF-like”

For the physics studies we have now implemented Breco a la Babar in the FastSim
Is one of the main tool for these studies

Nicolas Arnaud (LAL), Leonid Burmistrov (Perugia), Evgeniy Kravchenko (Budker INP),
Elisa Manoni(Perugia) Alejandro Perez (LAL), Achille Stocchi(LAL) Francesco Renga (Roma I)



A dedicated FPID allows a gain of ~10% on signal efficiency (BRECO+signal side)
Almost as much as we gain from the better acceptance due to the reduced boost



Performance of Backward EMC
A. Rakitin, A. Chivukula

(CalTech)

Using Β τ ν  with hadronic BRECO analysis

Many possible background : 

St
ud

ied
!



B->D0 l ν  Background B->D**0 l ν

 

Background

Signal vs Background: .2 GeV to .3 GeV Range in Extra Energy

Distinct advantage with backwards EMC vs. without, but   
magnitude of the advantage varies from 15% to 60% 

B.F. Weighted Average S/B Increase ~ 24%



IFR Optimisation G. Cibinetto (Ferrara)

Parameter to optimize 
Amount of absorber
Width of scintillator bars
evaluate the worst allowed time resolution

Quantities to look at :
μ identification
π rejection

Full Sim, needed for hadron showers 
to generate single particle events /events+background

+ reconstruction code. 

Work  done sine Perugia meeting



Preliminary analyses



Average multiplicity of hit strips per cluster

To get an idea of the transverse 
development of the shower

Residual distribution of the hits 
(from linear fit to tracks)

Track Reconstruction

Ready for performances and optimization studies. 



It is better to extend the inner radius for the DCH than to extent the SVT

Forward PID gives a gain of 10% in efficiency for some important analysis
B Kνν

Backward EMC gives significant improvements in channel as
B τ ν (order of 25% on S/B)

From previous activities :

Massive production of events with FastSim started.  
Aim for new results for this meeting.

10% lost in sensitivity for time dependent analyses if the boost is reduced

IFR :  Ready for performances and optimization studies. 



From David Brown !

~50M B0
~50M B+

Per detector geometry
DG#1  - basic SuperB
DG#4  - SuperB++

Ex : K nu nu with hadronic Breco.

2009 September production.



13:30->15:30 Parallel - DGWG (Convener: Matteo Rama (LNF) , Achille Stocchi (LAL)

13:30 plans for RICH optimization (20') Evgeniy Kravchenko (Budker INP) 

13:50 B->K(*)nu nubar with SL and HAD tag (20') Alejandro Perez (LAL) 

14:10 BReco tag (20') Elisa Manoni (PG) 

14:30 PID selectors (20') Leonid Burmistrov (LAL) 

Wednesday 07 October 2009 

Thursday 08 October 2009 
13:30->15:30 Parallel - DGWG (Convener: Matteo Rama (LNF) , Achille Stocchi (LAL ) 

13:30 internal geometry of SVT (20') Nicola Neri (Universita' di Pisa & INFN) 

13:50 update on B->tau nu (20') Alexander Rakitin (Caltech) 

14:10 G4 studies of forward EMC (TBC) (20') Stefano Germani (PG) 

14:30 IFR (20') Gianluigi Cibinetto (FE) 

For this meeting we expect new results 

Chaired by Nicolas Arnaud

Chaired by David Brown
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